
Pumped (Tyre pressure monitoring systems) 
 

Our daily drives are becoming more and more sophisticated. Technology from top of the line vehicles trickles down 
into even base model vehicles. Common place are now low profile tyres on many vehicles. This improves the firm-
ness,  stability with which the driver feels and holds the road. That high performance “on rails” type feeling. Only not 
ideal when we encounter the odd pot hole on our ‘pristine’ NZ roads as it often results in a buckled rim! This has 
helped create a booming rim repair industry. 

Too late, damage has been done! 

With such a hard feeling coming through to our steering and suspension from our low profile tyred vehicles it can be 
difficult to know when we have a puncture. For a number of reasons it is necessary to have some form of tyre pres-
sure monitoring so drivers can be made aware of deflation before a dangerous (complete deflation) situation occurs. 
I have personally had punctures on two occasions in my life and the tyre deflated so rapidly by time I have stopped, 
the tyre was destroyed. At least I was warned to pull up smartly. 
A slow puncture will not suddenly warn you as the drivability will be slowly affected until it becomes dangerous dur-
ing braking or cornering. 
There are two types of tyre pressure monitoring systems commonly used on modern vehicles.  

1) Modern ESP/ABS/Traction control systems measure wheel rotational speeds extremely accurately. Modern 
software can trigger a warning when the wheel speed deviates from a calculated correct value based on 
steering angle, G-force sensor and other wheel speeds ie when the tyre is deflated. The testing we at AECS 
have done with these systems show that a pressure reduction of 0.5Bar already triggers an alarm above 
80km/h.  
 

2) 2) Tyre pressure sensors. European legislation demands that actual pressure sensors are being used, as a 
result the wheel speed measuring system is being phased out.  
The sensor can be fitted to the tyre as part of the valve assembly. Powered by its own battery it can report 
its position (ID) in the vehicle, the tyre pressure, tyre temperature, and the internal battery status. 

We will take a closer look at this second system in this article from the service perspective using the Launch TS gun 
tyre pressure wand tool. This tool is necessary to read out , identify, wake up, locate and diagnose tyre pressure sen-
sors.  

In general the sensors are replaced when the tyres are being replaced. Also in general is the battery life in the sen-
sor a small amount more than the life of the tyre. 
Just imagine that you have replaced the tyres on a car and find that the sensor needs to be replaced a few weeks 
after. 

The sensor (and valve) can usually only be replaced with the tyre removed from the rim. On some low profile tyres 
this can be quiet a job, especially when you need to do this for free… 



LAUNCH TSGUN 
tyre valve control tool 

As stated it is almost always necessary to replace these pressure sensors when integrated batteries becomes dis-
charged or when a sensor fails. 
The battery is integrated in the sensor as a ‘pop in’ battery will not with stand the G-forces of a tyre valve. Imagine 
every meter (circumference of a tyre) to stop (at the bottom of the wheel) and speed up to 200km/h (when you drive 
100km/h) and slow down to zero km/h again. There are very few batteries that internally can withstand such G forc-
es, let alone trying to keep a ‘pop in’ battery in place. 

TPMS tyre valve. 

If we change wheels position, like tyre rotation, we need to “learn” back in our sensors to their relative positions on 
the vehicle.  
How do you actually do that? We use the Launch equipment to explain just because we have that at our office, I am 
sure that many other brands of tools have similar methods. 
 
Plugging in the Bluetooth 
dongle is necessary as the 
scanner needs to be able to 
talk with the vehicle.  

Launch AUSCAN3 
screen dump 



Selection 

We select TMPS from the main menu on our scan tool. This will open the software which can scan 
for tyre pressure monitoring systems via manufacturers software. This is a big time saver as not 
every brand calls the ECU which gathers the data from the tyre pressure sensors “TPMS Module”. 
The reset function will sort out which module you need to communicate with on any brand. 
 
In this example we are working on a Peugeot.  

Once the software package has been loaded into the wireless OBD dongle, and opened, there are a series of selec-
tions to carry out which break down manufacturers by world region of production.  

Further narrowing down into specifics of the installed system. Selection in this instance was helped by a range of 
years and frequency of transmitting, providing guidance for a correct system selection.  

Once you have connected with the Launch to the TPMS control unit you can carry out a series of functions depend-
ing on what you need to achieve.  
On this vehicle I simply went around the vehicle with the TS-gun, starting at the left front, then right front, left rear, 
right rear tyres a sequence you can choose from the tool. On the scanner you can read out the ID of the installed 
sensors in the tyres, the pressures, temperature and the status of the integrated battery. 



To activate the valve hold the Launch TS gun beside the appropriate tyre valve and press the ‘okay’ button, to excite 
the sender in the tyre valve.  

TSgun in action. 

The tyre valve sensor sends the information to the TMPS ECU, upon which the data is displayed on the scan tool.  
 
The TS-gun tool has an audible signal when the button is pressed long enough and also vibrates to indicate that the 
exciting of the valve’s sender is complete.  

Intuitive Launch Auscan3 TPMS screen 



Conclusion 
Once the data has been displayed on the scanner you can move to the next wheel by either following the scan tool’s 
suggestions or selecting the wheel on the TS gun hand held unit with the up and down buttons.  
 
The entire process of reading, assigning, or diagnosing the sensors is really simple and quick with the right tools.  
On some vehicles you need to test drive the car for about 15 minutes before the readings are updated in the dash-
board display. 
 
Be ready for what is on the road today! It is simply too embarrassing if you can not even get the tyre pressure warn-
ing in the dashboard to go away for your customer. They simply think that if you can not even do something as sim-
ple a changing a tyre, that you are not much good for anything else. 
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